Inovo Design writing instruments are innovative high specification premium quality products which are manufactured on an exclusive basis with several registered designs. All Inovo pens are fitted with superb quality German made refills.

Artistica Writing Instruments are lower cost metal pens which are specially manufactured to a high specification on an exclusive basis. All Artistica pens are fitted with quality custom made metal refills with German Dokumental ink.

Company Logos
The products depicting names or trademarks in this catalogue are for illustration purposes only and do not imply that the company has supplied the item to the name or trademark.
Rotary Screen Printing
Rotary screen printing is a highly cost effective method of marking pens using special catalytic inks mixed to match Pantone references and printed in solid line colours. The pen is rotated under a nylon mesh screen to transfer the image onto the product. The printed image has a durable finish, however it is not permanent and will wear away in time.

Tampo Printing
Tampo printing is similar to screen printing, however the printed image is transferred from an etched plate to the product using a soft silicon pad. It is occasionally used for printing the upper barrel of the pen at the side of the clip. The density of the ink deposit for tampo printing is far lower than rotary screen printing and is not as durable.

Foil Blocking
Foil blocking is used for marking some of the presentation boxes using a heated magnesium block to stamp a metallic gold or silver foil image onto the surface of the box.
Laser Engraving
Laser engraving is a non-contact marking process which uses an intense beam of highly focused laser energy to burn the image into the surface of the product producing an indelible permanent finish. It is an extremely accurate process which is capable of reproducing incredible detail. The colour of the engraving varies from different shades of grey to white depending on the type of material and surface finish of the product.

Tonal Laser Engraving
Tonal laser engraving is only available on silver satin chrome or stainless steel finishes. It enables two or three coloured designs to be reproduced using different shades of grey to represent the different colours.

Mirror Laser Engraving
Mirror laser engraving is a precision process which uses the laser to carefully remove the lacquer from the surface of the barrel revealing a shiny silver chrome image. The barrel of the pen is bright chrome plated underneath the lacquered coating. Mirror engraving is only available on certain pens.
A premium quality twist action ballpen beautifully crafted in durable matt anodised aluminium with bright chrome styling.

**A83005 Siena ballpen** A high quality twist action ballpen in diamond black or sonic silver anodised aluminium with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

- 30 x 7mm
- 30 x 7mm
- 30 x 10mm
- 26 x 6mm

**Screen Printing**

- 30 x 10mm
- 26 x 6mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the black or silver anodised finish.

**Refill**

The Siena ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A completely unique and creatively designed high quality twist action ballpen with a cut out barrel and diamond shaped woven mesh insert.

1. **A76030 Sakhir ballpen** in gloss lacquered black or midnight blue with bright chrome styling and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A76031 Silver Sakhir ballpen** in satin chrome with bright chrome styling and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

3. **A76032 Gun Metal Sakhir ballpen** in gun metal grey with gun metal styling and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 20 x 3.5mm
  - 40 x 7mm
  - 35 x 10mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 20 x 3.5mm
  - 35 x 10mm

- **Laser engraving**
  High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A silver mirror finish is reproduced on the gloss black Sakhir. A light bronze colour is reproduced on the pen clip or barrel of the Gun Metal Sakhir. A mid grey colour is reproduced on the pen clip or barrel of the Silver Sakhir. Laser engraving is not available on the gloss midnight blue Sakhir.

**Refill**

The Sakhir ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A superbly engineered twist action ballpen in silver satin chrome or matt black with bright chrome fittings. The matt black finish can be mirror laser engraved to reproduce designs with a truly striking finish.

A46011 Nebula ballpen in silver satin chrome or matt black with a high quality German made easyFlow hybrid black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

| 32 x 10mm | 32 x 6.5mm | 32 x 3.5mm |

**Screen Printing**

| 32 x 6.5mm |

| Laser engraving |

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A silver mirror finish is reproduced on the matt black pen and a grey colour is reproduced on the silver satin chrome pen.

| Refill |

The Nebula ballpen is fitted with a German made hybrid Parker style G2 size black ink refill with the practical qualities of a ballpen and the free flowing writing characteristics of a rollerball. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
An innovative high quality twist action ballpen superbly engineered with an all metal construction and unique style of clip.

A83014 Tegel ballpen in matt anodised black or dark blue with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made easyFlow hybrid black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

Marking areas

Laser Engraving

Screen Printing

Laser engraving

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the black or dark blue anodised finish. Rotary laser engraving is available on this product.

Refill

The Tegel ballpen is fitted with a German made hybrid Parker style G2 size black ink refill with the practical qualities of a ballpen and the free flowing writing characteristics of a rollerball. Full specification on page 36.

Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A superb quality ballpen in two durable matt anodised colours with a quality self-return twist mechanism.

A46004 Daytona ballpen in silver or black anodised aluminium with a high quality self-return twist mechanism and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

Marking areas

- Laser Engraving
  - 35 x 6.5mm

- Screen Printing
  - 32 x 10mm
  - 30 x 6mm

Laser engraving

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the black anodised finish and a light grey colour is reproduced on the silver anodised finish. Rotary laser engraving is available on this product.

Refill

The Daytona ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
**EVORA**

**A stylish high quality metal rollerball and ballpen in a contemporary tapered shape.**

1. **A76009 Evora rollerball** in matt black, gloss red or dark blue lacquer and silver satin chrome with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Roller Writer black ink refill.

2. **A76033 Evora ballpen** in matt black, gloss red or dark blue lacquer and silver satin chrome with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

**Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.**

**Marking areas**

- **Laser Engraving**

  - 35 x 6mm

- **Screen Printing**

  - 35 x 10mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the barrel or cap of the matt black or gloss lacquered finish or a grey colour is reproduced on the silver satin chrome finish and a grey colour is reproduced on the crown of the cap.

**Refill**

The Evora rollerball is supplied with a high quality German made Roller Writer black ink refill. Full specification on page 36.

The Evora ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A high quality twist action ballpen in genuine carbon fibre or matt anodised graphite grey aluminium.

1️⃣ **A83013 Espada G ballpen** in matt anodised graphite grey with satin chrome fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2️⃣ **A83012 Espada C ballpen** in genuine carbon fibre with gun metal fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

---

**Marking areas**

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 40 x 6.5mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 40 x 10mm

- ✨ Laser engraving
  
  High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the anodised graphite grey barrel. Rotary laser engraving is available on the graphite grey colour only.

- **Refill**
  
  The Espada ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A high quality twist action ballpen with a self-return mechanism in durable matt anodised aluminium.

1. **A83002 Mirage ballpen** in silver or black matt anodised aluminium with bright chrome fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A83003 Mirage - Touch stylus ballpen** in silver or black matt anodised aluminium with bright chrome fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

- 28 x 6.5mm
- 38 x 2.5mm

**Screen Printing**

- 30 x 10mm
- 30 x 6mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the black anodised finish and a light grey colour is reproduced on the silver anodised finish. Rotary laser engraving is available on this product.

**Refill**

The Mirage range is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A superb quality twist action stylus ballpen in three colours and finishes.

1. **A76008 Monza - Touch carbon stylus ballpen** in genuine carbon fibre and gun metal with a soft rubber stylus tip. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A76010 Monza - Touch black stylus ballpen** in matt black anodised aluminium and gun metal with a soft rubber stylus tip. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

3. **A76034 Monza - Touch white stylus ballpen** in pearlescent white lacquer and bright chrome with a soft rubber stylus tip. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

- **35 x 6.5mm**

**Screen Printing**

- **32 x 10mm**

- **32 x 10mm**

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the matt black anodised finish and a light grey colour is reproduced on the pearlescent white finish.

**Refill**

The Monza ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A high quality range of push action pens in genuine carbon fibre with gun metal styling.

1. **A76004 Monza ballpen**  Push action ballpen in genuine carbon fibre with gun metal fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A76005 Monza mechanical pencil**  Push action mechanical pencil in genuine carbon fibre with gun metal fittings and 0.70mm lead refills.

3. **Monza Pen Set**  A ballpen and mechanical pencil in a high quality F2 black presentation box with a magnetic fastener and flocked foam insert.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 20 x 6.5mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 23 x 10mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A light bronze colour is reproduced on the gun metal top part of the pen only.

**Refill**

The Monza ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A classically styled ballpen and easyFlow hybrid ballpen in brushed stainless steel with bright chrome styling.

1. **A83015 New Regency ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with bright chrome fittings. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A83016 New Regency hybrid ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with bright chrome fittings. Fitted with a high quality German made easyFlow hybrid black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

*Laser Engraving*

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. An iron grey colour is reproduced on the stainless steel finish and the pen clip.

*Screen Printing*

**Laser engraving**

**Refill**

The Regency ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

The Regency hybrid ballpen is fitted with a German made hybrid Parker style G2 size black ink refill with the practical qualities of a ballpen and the free flowing writing characteristics of a rollerball. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A stylish twist action ballpen and mechanical pencil in brushed stainless steel with bright chrome styling.

1. **A46009 Savoy ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with a high quality self return twist action mechanism and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A46010 Savoy mechanical pencil** in brushed stainless steel with a high quality self return twist action mechanism and 0.70mm lead refills.

3. **Savoy ballpen and mechanical pencil set** in a quality H2 black presentation box with a magnetic closure and flocked foam insert.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 32 x 6.5mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 32 x 10mm

- **Laser engraving**
  High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. An iron grey colour is reproduced on the stainless steel finish.

**Refill**

The Savoy ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A high quality push action brushed stainless steel ballpen and mechanical pencil with bright nickel fittings.

1. **A46002 Novara ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A46003 Novara mechanical pencil** in brushed stainless steel with a push action mechanism and 0.70mm lead refills.

3. **Novara ballpen and mechanical pencil set** in a quality H2 black presentation box with a magnetic closure and flocked foam insert.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

- 35 x 6.5mm

**Screen Printing**

- 30 x 10mm
- 30 x 6mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. An iron grey colour is reproduced on the brushed stainless steel finish. Rotary laser engraving is available on this product - see page 3.

**Refill**

The Novara ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
**TRIDENT**

A high quality twist action ballpen with a unique triangular CNC machined anodised aluminium barrel.

① **A85004 Silver Trident ballpen** in matt silver anodised aluminium with satin chrome fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

② **A85005 Black Trident ballpen** in matt black anodised aluminium with gloss black fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

③ **A85006 Blue Trident ballpen** in matt cobalt blue anodised aluminium with gloss blue fittings and a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

### Marking areas

**Laser Engraving**

50 x 7mm

- **Laser engraving**
  High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the black or blue anodised finish and a light grey colour is reproduced on the silver anodised finish.

### Refill

The Trident ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

### Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A high quality twist action ballpen in four gloss lacquered colours or gilt plated with bright gold styling.

1. **A47005 All Gold Santos ballpen** in a gilt plated finish with bright gold styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A47011 Gold Santos ballpen** in gloss lacquered white, black, red or midnight blue with bright gold styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

### Marking areas

#### Laser Engraving

![Laser Engraving](image)

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A light gold colour is reproduced on the gilt plated finish.

#### Screen Printing

![Screen Printing](image)

### Refill

The Santos ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

### Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
**SILVER SANTOS**

A high quality twist action ballpen in four gloss lacquered colours or silver satin chrome and gloss gun metal with bright chrome styling.

1. **A47001 Santos ballpen** in gloss lacquered white, black, red or midnight blue with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A47003 Santos ballpen** in a silver satin chrome finish with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

3. **A47014 Santos ballpen** in gloss gun metal with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

---

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

- **32 x 6.5mm**
- **35 x 2.5mm**

**Screen Printing**

- **35 x 10mm**

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A mid grey colour is reproduced on the silver satin chrome finish and a light bronze colour is reproduced on the gun metal grey finish.

**Refill**

The Santos ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A high quality elegant twist action ballpen in four gloss lacquered colours or gilt plated finish with bright gold styling.

1. **A47012 Gold Elise ballpen** in gloss lacquered white, black, red or midnight blue with bright gold styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A47013 All Gold Elise** in a gilt plated finish with bright gold styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

### Marking areas

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 35 x 6mm
  - 35 x 10mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 32 x 5mm

** Laser engraving**
High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A light gold colour is reproduced on the gilt plated finish only.

### Refill

The Elise ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

### Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A high quality elegant twist action ballpen in four gloss lacquered colours or silver satin chrome and gloss gun metal with bright chrome styling.

1. **A47006 Elise ballpen** in gloss lacquered white, black, red or midnight blue with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A47007 Elise ballpen** in gloss gun metal with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

3. **A47009 Elise ballpen** in silver satin chrome with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a high quality German made Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 50 units per design.

**Marking areas**

*Laser Engraving*

![Laser Engraving Diagram](image)

*Screen Printing*

![Screen Printing Diagram](image)

faq laser engraving

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A light bronze colour is reproduced on the gun metal grey finish and a mid grey colour is reproduced on the silver satin chrome finish.

**Refill**

The Elise ballpen is fitted with a high specification German made Parker style G2 size black ink refill with a write out length at least twice the distance of conventional promotional pens. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
An elegant twist action ballpen in four gloss lacquered colours or silver satin chrome with bright chrome styling.

1. **A48006 Latina ballpen** in gloss lacquered dark blue, black, white or red with bright chrome styling and a metal Parker Style black ink refill.

2. **A48022 Silver Latina ballpen** in silver satin chrome with bright chrome styling and a metal Parker Style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 100 units per design.

### Marking areas

#### Laser Engraving

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A grey colour is reproduced on the bright chrome finish and a mid grey colour is reproduced on the silver satin chrome finish.

#### Screen Printing

### Laser engraving

### Refill

The Latina ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

### Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A new superb value twist action ballpen in four matt lacquered colours or brushed stainless steel with bright chrome styling.

1. **A48024 New Vienna stainless steel ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with bright chrome styling and a metal Cross style black ink refill.

2. **A48025 New Vienna ballpen** in matt lacquered silver, black, red or dark blue with bright chrome styling and a metal Cross style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 100 units per design.

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

| 32 x 6.5mm |
| 30 x 6.5mm |

**Screen Printing**

| 32 x 10mm |

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. An iron grey colour is reproduced on the brushed stainless steel finish and a white aluminium colour is reproduced on the matt lacquered colours.

**Refill**

The Vienna ballpen is supplied with a quality metal Cross style black ink refill. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A new elegant twist action ballpen in four matt lacquered colours or pearlescent white with bright chrome styling.

- **A48021 Cintura ballpen** in matt lacquered black, red, green or blue and pearlescent white with bright chrome styling and a metal Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 100 units per design.

**Marking areas**

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 32 x 6.5mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 32 x 10mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the matt black, red, green or blue finish and a mid grey colour on the pearlescent white finish.

**Refill**

The Cintura ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
VALENCIA

A contemporary styled ballpen in three gloss lacquered colours or brushed stainless steel with bright nickel fittings.

1. **A48002 Valencia stainless steel ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with bright nickel fittings. Fitted with a metal Cross style black ink refill.

2. **A48003 Valencia gloss ballpen** in gloss black, red or dark blue lacquer with bright nickel fittings. Fitted with a metal Cross style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 100 units per design.

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

- 32 x 6.5mm
- 30 x 6.5mm

**Screen Printing**

- 32 x 10mm
- 27 x 6mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. An iron grey colour is reproduced on the brushed stainless steel finish only. Tonal laser engraving is available on this product - see page 3.

**Refill**

The Valencia ballpen is supplied with a quality metal Cross style black ink refill. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A superb value twist action ballpen with a spring clip in pearlescent white or matt black lacquer with bright chrome styling.

1. **A51002 Perla ballpen** in pearlescent white or matt black with bright chrome fittings and a metal Cross style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 100 units per design.

**Marking areas**

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 32 x 6.5mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 30 x 10mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the matt black finish and a mid grey colour on the pearlescent white finish.

**Refill**

The Perla ballpen is supplied with a quality metal Cross style black ink refill. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
**NEW SERINA**

*A superb value all metal ballpen in brushed stainless steel or gloss black lacquer with bright chrome fittings.*

1. **A51004 New Serina stainless steel ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with a push action mechanism and bright chrome fittings. Fitted with a metal Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A51005 New Serina gloss ballpen** in gloss black with a push action mechanism and bright chrome fittings. Fitted with a metal Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 100 units per design.

---

**Marking areas**

**Laser Engraving**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 x 10mm</td>
<td>iron grey on brushed stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 x 6mm</td>
<td>white aluminium on gloss black finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Screen Printing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 x 6mm</td>
<td>iron grey on brushed stainless steel finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 x 6mm</td>
<td>white aluminium on gloss black finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. An iron grey colour is reproduced on the brushed stainless steel finish. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the gloss black finish.

---

**Refill**

The Serina ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

---

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
ATHENA - TOUCH

A slimline twist stylus ballpen in matt black or gloss white lacquered aluminium with bright chrome fittings.

A48018 Athena - Touch stylus ballpen in matt black lacquer or gloss white lacquer with bright chrome fittings and a soft rubber stylus tip. Fitted with a metal Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 250 units per design.

Marking areas

Laser Engraving

Screen Printing

Laser engraving

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A light grey colour is reproduced on the gloss white lacquered finish and a white aluminium colour is reproduced on the matt black lacquered finish.

Refill

The Athena - Touch ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A slimline twist action ballpen in matt black or gloss white, red or blue lacquered aluminium with bright chrome fittings.

A48017 Athena twist action ballpen in matt black lacquer or gloss white, red or blue lacquer with bright chrome fittings. Fitted with a metal Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 250 units per design.

Marking areas

- **Laser Engraving**
  - 35 x 5mm
  - 35 x 4mm
  - 45 x 5mm
  - 40 x 10mm

- **Screen Printing**
  - 45 x 5mm
  - 35 x 4mm
  - 40 x 10mm

- **Laser engraving**
  High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A light grey colour is reproduced on the gloss white lacquered finish and a white aluminium colour is reproduced on the gloss red or blue lacquered finish and matt black lacquered finish.

**Refill**

The Athena ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A superb range of push action ballpens in four gloss lacquered colours or matt lacquered silver.

A48012 Rio ballpen in gloss lacquered black, white, red or blue or matt silver with bright chrome styling. Fitted with a quality metal Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 250 units per design.

Marking areas

Laser Engraving

Screen Printing

Laser engraving

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the gloss black, white, red and blue lacquered finish and a light grey colour is reproduced on the matt silver lacquered finish.

Refill

The Rio ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A superb range of push action ballpens in four matt lacquered colours with a soft feel dimpled silicon grip.

- **A48019 Rio - Grande ballpen** in matt lacquered silver, black, red or blue with a soft feel rubber grip and bright chrome styling. Fitted with a quality metal Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 250 units per design.

### Marking areas

**Laser Engraving**

- 28 x 6.5mm
- 28 x 10mm

**Screen Printing**

- 26 x 10mm

### Laser engraving

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the matt black, red or blue lacquered finish and a light grey colour is reproduced on the matt silver lacquered finish.

### Refill

The Rio - Grand ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

### Presentation boxes

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A superb value twist action ballpen in four gloss lacquered colours or gun metal grey with bright chrome fittings.

1. A51001 Estella ballpen in gloss black, white, red or midnight blue with bright chrome styling and a metal Cross style black ink refill.

2. A51003 Estella ballpen in gun metal grey with bright chrome styling and a metal Cross style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 250 units per design.

Marking areas

**Laser Engraving**

- 32 x 6.5mm
- 32 x 10mm
- 30 x 6.5mm

**Screen Printing**

30 x 6mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the gloss lacquered and gun metal grey finish.

**Refill**

The Estella ballpen is supplied with a quality metal Cross style black ink refill. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
A highly popular all metal push action ballpen in five stylish matt lacquered colours or brushed stainless steel with bright chrome fittings.

1. **A48004 Santorini ballpen** in matt lacquered black, silver, blue, red or bottle green with bright chrome fittings and a metal Parker style black ink refill.

2. **A48004ST Santorini stainless steel ballpen** in brushed stainless steel with bright chrome fittings and a metal Parker style black ink refill.

Minimum order quantity 250 units per design.

Marking areas

**Laser Engraving**

- 40 x 6.5mm
- 50 x 6.5mm

**Screen Printing**

- 40 x 10mm
- 40 x 10mm

**Laser engraving**

High resolution laser engraving reproduces designs with incredible clarity and detail. A white aluminium colour is reproduced on the matt black, blue, red and bottle green lacquered finish and a light grey colour is reproduced on the matt silver lacquered finish. An iron grey colour is reproduced on the brushed stainless steel finish.

**Refill**

The Santorini ballpen is fitted with a Parker style metal G2 size refill with a precision tip and German Dokumental black ink. Full specification on page 36.

**Presentation boxes**

Various presentation boxes are illustrated on pages 34 - 35.
SINGLE BOXES

① Acrylic Pen Tube A high quality clear acrylic pen tube with silver aluminium end caps.

② R1 Recycled Card Presentation Box A low cost presentation box in black recycled card with an elastic loop fastener for one pen. Screen printing is available on the box sleeve.

③ S1 Presentation Box A grey rigid card presentation box with a light grey flocked foam insert for one pen. Screen printing or silver/gold foil blocking is available on the box lid.

④ H1 Presentation Box A quality black presentation box in textured rigid card with a flocked foam insert for one pen and magnetic closure. Screen printing or silver/gold foil blocking is available on the box lid.
PREMIUM SINGLE

① T1 Triangular Presentation Box A designer style presentation box in a matt white or matt black soft feel finish with a magnetic closure and two elastic loops for one pen. Screen printing or silver/gold foil blocking is available on the front cover of the box.

② F1 Presentation Box A high quality presentation box in a matt black woven effect material with a flocked foam insert for one pen and magnetic closure. Screen printing or silver/gold foil blocking is available on the box lid.

DOUBLE BOXES

① H2 Presentation Box A quality black presentation box in textured rigid card with a flocked foam insert for two pens and a magnetic closure. Screen printing or silver/gold foil blocking is available on the box lid.

② F2 Presentation Box A high quality presentation box in a matt black woven effect material with a flocked foam insert for two pens and magnetic closure. Screen printing or silver/gold foil blocking is available on the box lid.
1. All Inovo pens are fitted with superb quality high specification German made metal refills.

**Inovo Design Parker style G2 size refill**
- Tip: Stainless steel - medium
- Ball: 1.0mm Tungsten carbide
- Ink: German
- Est write out: 7,000 metres
- Est Shelf life: 2 Years

**Inovo Design hybrid easyFlow G2 Size refill**
- Tip: Stainless steel - medium
- Ball: 1.0mm Tungsten carbide
- Ink: German
- Est write out: 2,000 metres
- Est Shelf life: 2 Years

**Inovo Design German made rollerball refill**
- Tip: German stainless steel - medium
- Ball: 0.7mm Ceramic
- Ink: German water based
- Est write out: 1,000 metres
- Est Shelf life: 1 Year

2. All Artistica pens are fitted with custom made quality metal refills with a precision tip and German Dokumental ink.

**Artistica Parker style G2 size refill**
- Tip: Nickel plated brass - medium
- Ball: 1.0mm Tungsten carbide
- Ink: German Dokumental
- Est write out: 5,000 metres
- Est Shelf life: 2 Years

**Artistica Cross style refill**
- Tip: Swiss nickel plated brass - medium
- Ball: 1.0mm Tungsten carbide
- Ink: German Dokumental
- Est write out: 1,500 metres
- Est Shelf life: 2 Years